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 Title Author Journal/Conference Findings 

1 Identification and Control 
of Electrohydraulic  

Dean H. Kim and 
Tsu Chin-Tsao 

Proceedings of American Control 
Conference, 

Purpose of Study-The nonlinear dynamics of 
electrohydraulic actuators are modelled  

  Actuator Modeled as a 
Linear Periodic System 

  Philadelphia,Pennsylvania,June 
1998 

as linear periodic systems pertubed along periodic input and 
output trajectories. 

  (hydraulic 2)     Methodology-systems identification of linear periodic 
systems,periodic repetitive controllers are  

        designed and implemented within the valid range of the 
linear approximation. 

        Results and Analysis-Successive iterations of the 
identification 

        and control are then performed to improve to drive system . 

        output towards the desired output trajecteries 

        Others - system consists of a two-stage flow control 
servovalve and a double-ended actuator, 

        operated at a supply pressure of 18.6 Mpa. The system input 
is a voltage corresponding to current input  

       to the servovalve torque motor, and the output is the 
actuator displacement measured by a 

         laser displacement linear encoder with 0.6 micron 
resolution. 

        Comment - the usage of inner loop H infinity feedback 
controller in order to enhance the  

         consistency. 

          

2 Model Reference PID 
Control of an 

Ayman A.Aly I.J. Intelligent Systems and 
Applications,2012,11,24-32 

Purpose of Study- New approach to design an adaptive PID 
control has the ability to solve the 

   Electro-hydraulic Drive     control problem of highly nonlinear system 

  (hydraulic 3)     Methodology- Comparing the performance of the Model 
Reference(MR) response with the nonlinear 

        model response and feeding an adaptation signal to PID  
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        system to eliminate the error in between. 

        Results and Analysis- Proposed MR-PID control policy 
provided the most consistent performance 

        in terms of rise time and settling time regardless of the 
nonlinearities. 

        Others- The servo system is composed of a hydraulic power 
supply, an electrohydraulic servo valve, a 
cylinder,mechanical linkages, and control.The piston position 
of the cylinder is controlled as follows: 
Once the voltage input corresponding to the desired position 
is transmitted to the servo controller, 
the controller signal current is generated. Then, the valve 
spool position is changed according to the input current 
applied to the torque motor of the servo valve. Depending 
on the spool position and the load conditions of the piston, 
the rate as well as the direction of the oils supplied to each 
cylinder chamber is determined. The motion of the piston 
then is controlled by these oils. 

        Comment -  the adaptive PID control can be used to solve 
nonlinear system. 
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3 Designing Robust Force 
Control of Hydraulic  

Navid Niksefat and 
Nariman Sepehri 

IEEE Control System 
Magazine,0272-1708/01,April 
2001,66-77 

Purpose of Study- Design of a robust force controller for a 
hydraulic actuator interacting with an uncertain 
environment via quantitative feedback 

  Actuators Despite System 
and Environmental  

   theory(QFT). To design a robust controller that satisfies 
performance specifications for tracking and  

  Uncertainties     disturbance rejection. 

  (hydraulic 4)     Methodology- the controller is implemented on an 
industrial hydraulic actuator equipped with 

        a low-cost proportional valve. 

        Results and Analysis- The robust stability against system 
uncertainties and under varying conditions 

        is achieved  

        Others-QFT is a frequency domain method intended for 
practical control system design given robust performance 
specifications. 

        Comment - QFT technique is decribed as the application to 
develop a force  

        controller for the hydraulic system. 

          

4 PID Controller Design for 
an Industrial  

S Md Rozali,MF 
Rahmat, 

Proceedings of 2010 IEEE Student 
Conference on  

Purpose of Study- To determine direction of motion. 

  Hydraulic Actuator with 
Servo System 

N Abdul Wahab,R 
Ghazali 

Research and 
Development(SCORed 2010),13-14 
Dec 2010, 

Methodology - Used the system identification(System 
Identification Toolbox in Matlab). It began with collection of 
input and output data from experimental works. 

  (hydraulic 5)  and Zulfatman 218-223 Auto Regressive with eXogeneous(ARX) model 

        is chosen as model structure.Besides, using Ziegler-Nichols  

         tuning method to design controller. 
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       Results and Analysis- the output of the system with 
controller in simulation mode and experimental 

        works is almost similar. The output of gthe system tracked 
the input given. 

       Others - Model identification of electro-hydraulic position 
servo system based  on hardware-inthe-loop simulation 
environment of Real-Time Workshop(RTW) and system 
identification toolbox in Matlab has been proposed. The 
electro-hydraulic system that is used in this study is 
composed of a single-rod hydraulic cylinder driven by a 
direct servo valve Bosch  Rexroth 4WREE6, 40 lpm flow rate 
at 70 bars. 

        Comment - the PID controller must be tuning to get the 
best performance of the system but at the same  

        time so other method should be applied such as by using 
Ziegler-Nichols. 

          

5 On the Nonlinear Control 
of  

Mohammad R. 
Sirouspour 

Proceedings of the 2000 IEEE 
International Conference on  

Purpose of Study- to control the problem of a hydraulic 
servo-system which are due to highly nonlinear 

  Hydraulic Servo-systems and S.E. Salcudean Robotics and Automation San 
Francisco,April 2000, 

behaviour of the hydraulic dynamics. 

  (hydraulic 6)   1276-1282 Methodology-  Adopts the backstepping design strategy to 
develop a Lyapunov-based nonlinear 

         controller for a hydraulic servo-system, load, hydraulic and 
valve dynamics the approach can be further extended 

         to the control of hydraulically driven manipulators 

        Results and Analysis - the stiff pressure dynamics makes 
the inner pressure control loop sensitive to system 
uncertainties, very good position tracking performance is 
obtained. 
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        Others - A hydraulic actuator with three-way valve 
configuration is used. 

        Comment - in order to improve tracking performance of the 
hydraulic system, the velocity should take concern. 

         

          

6 H infinity -Force Control of 
a Hydraulic Servo-Actuator 
With Environmental 

Laurent 
Laval,Nacer K. 
M'Sirdi  

Proceedings of the 1996 IEEE 
International Conference on  

Purpose of Study- To robustly control the force exerted by a 
hydraulic servo-actuator on its environment 

   and Jean-Charles 
Cadiou 

Robotics and Automation 
Minneapolis,Minnesota,April 1996, 

Methodology- large environmental uncertainties and 
disturbances are introduced by use of a particular 
workpiece H infinity-approach to achieve a robust stability/ 
performance trade-off achieved by combination of a 

        H,-Control Design Procedure  and a Loop Shaping Design 
Procedure 

        Others - one-axis servo-actuator under consideration 
consists of a conventional electro-hydraulic, four-ways, 
spool servovalve coupled to a hydraulic double-acting 
symmetric cylinder.a LVDT sensor for piston position 
measurement and a differential pressure sensor are also 
available for the system parameters identification but not 
used for feedback. 

        Comment - the robustness of the hydraulic actuator system 
can be improved.external disturbances such  

          
7 Experiments and 

Simulations on the  
Garett A. Sohl and 
James E. Bobrow 

IEEE Transactions on Control 
Systems Technology, 

Purpose of Study- to derive,to simulate and to implement 
the nonlinear tracking control law for a hydraulic. 

  Nonlinear Control of a 
Hydraulic Servo-system 
(hydraulic 10) 

  Vol 2,No 2,March 1999,238-247 servosystem. 
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       Methodology- an analysis of the nonlinear system 
equations is used in the derivation of a Lyapunov- function 

        that provides for exponentially stable force trajectory 
tracking. This control law is extended to provide 

        position tracking. 

        Results and Analysis - The proposed controller provides 
exponential stability for  force tracking.Position tracking is 
also possible provided an accurate friction model is 
developed. The simulation of the controller demonstrates 
good position tracking even in the presence of errors in the 
physical parameters. 

        Others - The test cylinder has a 1.22-m stroke and a 5.1-cm 
diameter. The piston was connected to 454-kg of weights 
mounted on a horizontal linear track. Fluid pressure was 
supplied at 6895 kPa by a Parker–Hannifin hydraulic pump. 

        Comment - the derivation of the control law with the choice 
of a ‘Lyapunov like’ function.Several simulations were 
performed with various input trajectories to determine the 
controller’s position tracking.   

8 Simulation and Hybrid 
Fuzzy-PID Control  

Saban Cetin and Ali 
Volkan Akkaya 

Springer Science+Business Media 
B.V. 2010,465-476 

Purpose of Study- Modelling and position control of a 
hydraulic actuation system consisting of an  asymmetric 

  for Positioning of a 
Hydraulic System 

    hydraulic cylinder driven by a four way, three position 
proportional valve. 

  (hydraulic 11)     Methodology- Hybrid Fuzzy-PID Controller with Coupled 
Rules (HFPIDCR) is proposed for position control  . 

        of the hydraulic system and its performance is tested by 
simulation studies. Simulation results of the 

         HFPIDCR based controller are compared with the results of 
classical PID, Fuzzy Logic Controller(FLC) 

         and Hybrid Fuzzy-PID controller 
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        Results and Analysis- Hybrid Fuzzy PID Controller with 
Coupled Rules is more effective than  

        other controllers. 

        Others - to interpret the fuzzy sets such as "big" or "small" 
in the quantitative form, it is necessary to define the 
membership function osf these fuzzy sets. 

        Comment - the combination of the Fuzzy and PID have to be 
properly understood so that the modelling of  

        the hydraulic actuator system is more easier. 

9 An experiment Sudy on 
the Position Control of a  

Pey-Chung Chen 
and  

JSME International Journal,Series 
III, Vol. 34,No. 4,1991, 

Purpose of Study- to control the position of a servo-
hydraulic cylinder. 

  Hydraulic Cylinder using a 
Fuzzy Logic Controller 

Ming- Chang Shih 481-489 Methodology- a fuzzy-PID controller implemented in the 
personal computer PC/XT is proposed and applied 

  (hydraulic 12)     Results and Analysis- the performance of the control 
system with variable load is excellent. It indicates  

        that the proposed controller is one of the possible 
approaches to control a nonlinear and 

         time-varying hydraulic system. 

        Others - Interpolation method is used in the modifying 
factor fuzzy number model  to improve the control rules. 

        Comment - the usage of Fuzzy-PID controller in controlling 
the position of a servo-hydraulic cylinder 

          

10 The application of Fuzzy 
Control Strategy  

Junpeng Shao, 
Lihua Chen, 

Proceedings of ISCIT2005 Purpose of Study- a fuzzy tracking control methodology for 
electro-hydraulic servo system from the viewpoint of 

  (hydraulic 14)     Methodology- developing a new nonlinear hybrid controller 
composed of a classical PID controller   

    
 
 
 

    and a fuzzy controller based on self-adjusting modifying 
factor, which greatly improved the robustness, the dynamic 
and static properties of the system. 
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        Results and Analysis- the proposed fuzzy controller shows 
excellent robustness against variation  

        of system parameters and external disturbances through a 
series of simulation studies. 

        Others - ideal conditions, high performance servovalves 
with small deadbands (1-2%) and more accurately 
measured data (e.g., the measurement accuracy of pressure 
transducers was 0.2% in the range of 0-3000 psi. 

        Comment - the Neural Network can make the hydraulic 
actuator system perform well without noise. 

11 Modeling and Prediction 
of Hydraulic Servo 
Actuators with Neural 
Networks  
(hydraulic 15) 

S. He and N. 
Sepehri 

Proceedings of the American 
Control Conference San Diego, 
California,June, 1999,3708-3712 

Purpose of Study - neural network (NN) based methodology 
for modeling and prediction of hydraulic servo actuators 
performance, via experimental data. 
 

      Methodology - The predictability of a trained NN to 
modeling a hydraulic actuator is first compared to a linear 
model.The result demonstrates the excellent ability of the 
NN in terms of multi-step prediction. Next, a state-space 
model using neural networks (NNs) to approximate the 
multivariable states (i.e.,displacement, velocity and line 
pressures) of the hydraulic  actuator is developed. 

        Results and analysis - that NN's are capable to model and 
predict the highly nonlinear hydraulic actuator even 

        in noisy environment. 

        Others- 4-layer feedforward NN described as following is 
chosen to model and predict the hydraulic servo actuator 
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12 Gain Scheduling Control 
for Electro- 

Sugiyama Takahiro 
and  

Proceedings of the 2004 IEEE 
International Conference on 

Purpose of Study- Introducing a scheduling parameter 
which is a function of hydraulic force   

  hydraulic Servo System 
Considering  

Uchida Kenko  Control Applications Taipei, 
Taiwan, September 2-4,2004, 

against load, and apply it for gain scheduled controller 
design to maintain steady  

  Time-delay Modeling Error 
(hydraulic 16) 

  1709-1716 control performance under comparatively large load 
variation, 

       Methodology- take time-delay into consideration as 
modeling error 

        Results and Analysis- The results of the study show that the 
inner loop controller is able to track well the target force 
ranging from sinusoidal to random functions of target force.  
The performance of outer loop controller also shows 
significant improvement in terms of body acceleration, body 
displacement and suspension displacement as compared to 
the passive suspension system. 

        Comments - the exists of two layer of controller which are 
inner loop controller and outer loop controller give different 
perspective view of controller structure. 

13 Modelling Force Tracking 
Control of Hydraulic 

Y.M. Sam and K. Hudha ICIEA 2006 Purpose of Study- Modelling and force tracking control of a 
non-linear hydraulic actuator applied in 

  Actuator for an Active 
Suspension System 

      a quarter-car active suspension system. 

  (hydraulic 17)     Methodology- Outer loop controller is used to calculate 
the optimum target force to reject the effects 

         of road disturbances, the inner loop controller is used to 
keep the actual force close to desired force. 

        Results and Analysis- the inner loop controller is able to 
track well the target force ranging from  

        sinusoidal to random functions of target force. The outer 
loop shows significant improvement in terms of 

         body acceleration, body displacement and suspension 
displacement. 
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        Others - This system is a double acting cylinder governed 
by a valve.  The valve is a four-way directional valve driven 
by a linear motor. 

        Comment - the most important thing that always been 
discussed about the hydraulic actuator  

        system is about the tracking problem and thing that should 
be concern is force. Compare to position,  

        the force problem is much more difficult to handle. 

          

14 Systematic Control of a 
Class of Nonlinear  

Andrew G. Alleyne and 
Rui Liu 

IEEE Transactions on Control 
Systems Technology, 

Purpose of Study- control of a class of nonlinear systems 
and applies it to an electrohydraulic system. 

  Systems  with Application 
to Electrohydraulic 

  Vol 8,No 4,July 2000,623-634 Methodology- Stability analysis using a passivity 
formulation. 

   Cylinder Pressure 
Control  
(hydraulic 18) 

    Results and Analysis- The results demonstrated excellent 
position tracking behavior and satisfactory transient 
responses for these new controllers. 

       

        Others - an adaptive/nonlinear controller utilizing a sliding-
type observer is proposed that yields globally 
asymptotically stable tracking errors. In the controllers 
proposed in this paper, friction in the hydraulic actuators 
has been neglected. 

        Comment - the velocity, pressure and position are crucial 
for the controller to operate and give the best 
performance. 

          

15 Nonlinear Control of 
Hydraulic Robots 

Mohammad Reza 
Sirouspour 

IEEE Transactions on Robotics 
and Automation, 

Purpose of Study - to control problem of hydraulic robot 
manipulators. 

  (hydraulic 20)   Vol 17,No 2,April 2001,173-
182 

Methodology- using backstepping to develop a novel 
nonlinear position tracking controller. 
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        Results and Analysis- the adaptive controllers are proven 
to be asymptotically stable via  Lyapunov analysis. 

         

        Others - Stewart Platform single-channel is an electro-
hydraulic servo control system of a  single-rod cylinder 

        controlled by a symmetrical valve. 

        Comment - the Fuzzy controller is one of the tools that can 
help the system with the nonlinearities  characteristics. 

         

16 An Integral Variable 
Structure Controller with 

Bo Wu,Yanlang Dong, 
Shenglin Wu, 

Manuscript received 
November 29, 2005, 941-945 

Purpose of Study - to analyse a novel robust sliding mode 
controller with fuzzy tuning for Stewart  

   Fuzzy Tuning  Design for 
Electro-hydraulic  

Dongguang Xu and Keding 
Zhao 

  Platform servo system,which suffers from high nonlinear 
dynamics and serious load coupling among  

  Driving Stewart Platform     channels. 

  (hydraulic 23)     Methodology - The controller consists of an equivalent 
control to assign desired dynamics to the  closed-loop 
system, a switching control to guarantee a sliding mode, 
and a fuzzy control to enhance fast tracking and attenuate 
chattering. 
 

        Results and Analysis - strong robustness against a large 
range Of parameters variations and load  

        disturbance and its capability of restraining the serious 
load coupling among channels and 

        improving the trajectories tracking performance. 

        Others - Stewart Platform single-channel is an electro-
hydraulic Stewart Platform single-channel is an  

        electro-hydraulic symmetrical valve. 

        Comment - the robustness and trajectories tracking getting 
better by having this approach. 
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17 Robust Force Controller 
Design for a  

Navid Niksefat and 
Nariman Sepehri 

Proceedings of the American 
Control Conference 

Purpose of Study- investigating a force control design 
problem for a hydraulic actuator in the  

  Hydraulic Actuator Based 
on  

   San Diego, California,June 
1999,3718-3722 

presence of several uncertainties. 

  Experimental Input-
Output Data 

    Methodology- a method based on nonlinear Quantitative 
Feedback Theory(QFT)is proposed to  

  (hydraulic 24)     design a robust time-invariant controller. 

        Results and Analysis- The compensated system is not 
sensitive to variation of parameters such   

        as environmental stiffness or pump pressure and can 
equally work well for various set-point forces. 

        Others - Nonlinear QFT methodology is not simply a 
linearization of the nonlinear plant, but the nonlinear plant 
is replaced by an equivalent family of linear time invariant 
transfer function. 

        Comment - the QFT method seems to provide the best 
performance towards the robustness of  

        hydraulic system. 

          

18 Robust Force Controller 
Design for an 

Navid Niksefat and 
Nariman Sepehri 

Proceedings of the 1999 
International Conference on  

Purpose of Study- the development and experimental 
evaluation of a hydraulic force controller 

  Electro-Hydraulic 
Actuator Nonlinear  

  Robotics and Automation 
Detroit, Michigan,May 1999, 

Methodology- Using nonlinear Quantitative Feedback 
Theory(QFT) design. 

  Model   200-206 Results and Analysis- the designed controller is 
implemented on an industrial hydraulic actuator equipped 

  (hydraulic 25)      with a low-cost proportional valve. In spite of significant 
actuator dynamics and under varying conditions, 

        successful control tests are performed repetitively. 

        Others - The amount of sensing equipment for state 
variable measurements is  restricted to measurements 

        of the actuator chamber pressures of the actuator motion 
and of the servovalve piston displacement. 
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        Comment - the QFT method is suitable for the non linear 
hydraulic system. 

          

19 Input/Output 
Linearization Control of 
An Electro Servo- 

H. Hahn, A. Piepenbrink 
and K.-D. Leimbach 

IEEE,1994,995-1000 Purpose of Study- Compensating the global nonlinearities 
of the system, is applied to a servo-hydraulic actuator and 
compared with a standard linear multi-sensor controller. 

  Hydraulic Actuator    

  (hydraulic 26)     Methodology -  Using input-output linearization technique 

        Results and Analysis - the controller actuator provides 
excellent transient and robustness behaviour  
 

        Others - In electro hydraulic actuator servo system some 
possible faults a re; pipe connection or tube leakage,  
faults, sensor faults. 

        Comment - the Neural Network method that usually used 
for non linear hydraulic system is used for fault  

        detection. 

          

20 Fault Diagnosis of a 
Hydraulic Actuator using 
Neural Network 
(hydraulic 27) 

Davor Linaric and 
Vladimir Koroman 

Proceedings of the American 
Control Conference 
Boston,Massachusetts June 
30,July 2,2004,2603-2608 

Purpose of Study - the failure analysis and fault simulation 
of the electro-hydraulic servo (EHS) system for the 
positioning of the control valves.  

       Methodology - The method of non-linear system 
identification using neural network models 

         is applied for fault modelling. 

        Results and Analysis - It is shown that feed forward neural 
network with presented structure,  
combined with some time delay units can very well 
represent non-linear dynamic system, 
 in this case EHS actuator in normal operating conditions. 
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        Others - In electro hydraulic actuator servo system some 
possible faults are; pipe connection 
 or tube leakage, pipe plugging,electrical faults (pump 
electrical motor, electrical conection break, 
 electronic circuit faults), servo valve faults, sensor faults 

        Comment - by having neural network some lacks will be 
improve and the failure will be decrease. 
 

21 Electro-Hydraulic 
Actuator Trajectory 
Tracking 
 (hydraulic 28) 

Manuel A. Avila, 
Alexander G. Loukianov 
and Edgar N. Sanchez 

Springer Science + Business 
Media B. V. 2009 

Purpose of Study - to design a controller, which is able to 
force an electrohydraulic actuator driven by a servovalve 
to track a given chaotic reference trajectory. 

       Methodology - sliding mode control and integral control 
techniques 

        Results and Analysis - A robust controller was designed 
which is capable to force the  
electrc-hydraulic actuator to track approximately desired 
chaotic position  reference trajectories 

        Others - piston with a load is used. 

        Comment - other disturbance should take into concern for 
future research. 

          

22 Sliding Mode Control 
with Adaptive Fuzzy   

Wallace M. Bessa,Max S. 
Dutra  

IEEE/ASME Transactions on 
Mechatronics, Vol. 5, No. 1, 

Purpose of Study - the development of an adaptive fuzzy 
sliding mode controller for an  

  Dead-Zone 
Compensation of an 

and Edwin Kreuzer  March 2000,79-91 electro-hydraulic system with unknown dead-zone. 

   Electro-hydraulic Servo-
System 

    Methodology - Lyapunov stability theory and Barbalat’s 
lemma 

 
 
  

      Comment - the usage of mathematical theory in 
calculation.  
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23 Adaptive Robust Motion 
Control of Single-Rod 
Hydraulic 
Actuators:Theory and 
Experiments  
(hydraulic 40) 

Bin Yao, John Reedy and 
George T.-C. Chiu 

IEEE/ASME 

TRANSACTIONS ON 

MECHATRONICS, VOL. 5, 

NO. 1, MARCH 2000 

Purpose of Study - to determine high-performance robust 
motion control of single-rod hydraulic actuators with 
constant unknown inertia load. 

       Methodology - A discontinuous projection-based adaptive 
robust controller (ARC) is constructed 
. 

       Results and Analysis - the zero error dynamics for tracking 
any nonzero constant velocity trajectory is globally  
 uniformly stable.  Extensive comparative experimental 
results are obtained for the swing motion of a hydraulic 
arm.  Experimental results verify the 
 high-performance nature of the proposed ARC strategy. 
  

        Others - the two chambers of a single-rod hydraulic 
actuator 

        Comment - different type of hydraulic actuator give 
different kind of response. 

          

24 Model Identification of 
an Automotive Hydraulic 
Active Suspension 
System 
 (hydraulic 41) 

Han Shue Tan and 
Thomas Bradshaw 

Proceedings of the American 
Control Conference 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 
June 1997,2920-2924  

Purpose of Study - to develop a quarter vehicle model of 
an hydraulic active suspension system suitable for 
developing wheel control. 

      
 
 
 
 

Methodology - A high fidelity mathematical model 
capturing realistic dynamic behaviors 
 of the hydraulic active suspension is required  for the 
development of such systems. 
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       Results and Analysis - The model has been shown to be a 
very effective 
 tool for active suspension wheel mode control design and 
analysis. 

        Others - suspension bushing, actuator friction, hydraulic 
servo valve and actuator, as well as tire model. 

        Comment - the proper parameter choices will affect the 
performance of the system. 

          

25 Position-Based 
Impedance Control of an  

B. Heinrichs,N. Sepehri 
and A.B. Thornton-Trump 

IEEE Control Systems,1997,  
46-52 

Purpose of Study - the problem of impedance control in 
hydraulic manipulators. 

  Industrial Hydraulic 
Manipulator  
(hydraulic 42) 

   Methodology - A position-based impedance controller 
(PBIC) is proposed and demonstrated on an existing 
industrial hydraulic robot (a Unimate MKII- 2000). A 
nonlinear proportional-integra1 (NPI) controller is first 
developed to meet the accurate positioning requirements 
of this impedance control formulation. The NPI controller is 
shown to make the manipulator match a range of second-
order target impedances. 

        Results and Analysis - the proposed position-based 
implementation of impedance control 
 will display hunting behavior unless the target stiffness is 
greater than the environmental 
 stiffness. 

        Others - Spool valves have parabolic orifice area-to-
displacement  functions and a 
6% deadband. Position feedback is obtained using digital 
encoders with resolutions 
 0.028 deg, 0.028 deg, and 0.105 mm on links 1, 2 and 3, 
respectively. 
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        Comment - Hydraulic can be implemented through various 
system. 

          

26 Design of a Hydraulic 
Force Control System 

G.Wu,N. Sepehri and K. 
Ziaei 

IEE Proceeding Control Theory 
App .Vol. 145, No. 5,  

Purpose of Study - the development of a hydraulic force 
control system 

  using a Generalized 
Predictive Control 

  September 1 998 Methodology - utilising a generalised predictive control 
(GPC) technique. 

  Algorithm  
(hydraulic 43) 

    Results and Analysis - In spite of poor dynamics and high 
nonlinearities (control voltage saturation, fluid flow 
deadband and dry friction in the hydraulic actuator) 
successful control tests are performed repetitively. 

        Others – servo valve-controlled single-rod hydraulic 
actuator is used. 

        Comment - the model of the system is perfectly chosen in 
order to enhance the system performance. 

          

27 A Systematic Approach 
to the Control of 
Electrohydraulic Servo 
systems 
 (hydraulic 45) 

Andrew Alleyne Proceedings of the American 
Control Conferenc 
Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania,June 1998,833-
837 

Purpose of Study - to develo feedback linearizable p a 
systematic methodology for the control of a class of  
 systems and applies it to an electro hydraulic servo 
system. 

      Methodology - An input-output feedback linearization 
method is then used to control each error through the use 
of synthetic inputs. Passivity formulation. 

        Results and Analysis - the development of a systematic 
algorithm for controller development was performed 
 and implemented on an electro hydraulic 
servomechanism. 
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        Others - electronic feedback servovalve coupled to a 
double rod cylinder. The cylinder is attached to a slide 
 which can be placed in contact with a linear spring and the 
 mass of the slide can be adjusted using weights. 

        Comment - in order to have the perfect result, the 
modelling should not have errors. 

          

28 Parallel Control of 
Velocity Control and 
Energy-Saving Control for 

Mao-Hsiung Chiang and 
Yu Wei Chien  

JSME International Journal, 
,Series C, Vol. 46, No. 1, 2003, 
224-231 

Purpose of Study- To implement parallel control of energy 
savings control in an electro-hydraulic load sensing system 
and velocity control in a hydraulic valve-controlled cylinder  

  a Hydraulic Valve-
Controlled Cylinder   

  system to achieve both high velocity control accuracy and 
low input power simultaneously. 

  System Using Self-
Organizing Fuzzy 

     

  Sliding Mode Control 
(hydraulic 60) 

    Methodology- The control strategy of self-organizing fuzzy 
sliding mode control(SOFSMC) is developed  

       Results and Analysis- the load-sensing control system and 
the constant supply pressure control can  

        perform the same velocity control accuracy as the 
conventional hydraulic valve-controlled system and save 

        the pump's energy at the same time. 
 

        Others - the parallel control of the energy saving control in 
the ELS and the velocity control in the hydraulic  

        valve-controlled cylinder system is implemented, so the 
overall control system contains two hydraulic servo  

        control systems and becomes a complex MIMO system. 
 

        Comment- Fuzzy and Sliding Mode can be used to control 
at the same time can enhance the performance of  

        system. 
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29 Particle Swarm 
Optimized Intelligent 
Control of Nonlinear Full- 
Car Electro hydraulic 

Jimoh O. Pedro, 
Muhammad Dangor, 
Olurotimi A.Dahunsi and 
M. Montaz Ali 

19th World Congress The 
International Federation of 
Automatic Control Cape Town, 
South Africa,August 24-29 

Purpose of Study- To design an indirect adaptive feedback 
linearization (FBL)-based control using  dynamic neural 
networks(DNN) for full-car nonlinear electro 
hydraulic suspensions. 

  Suspensions  
(hydraulic 61) 

  2014,1772-1777  

      Methodology- Particle swarm optimization(PSO) algorithm 
is used in training the DNN to learn the dynamics  

       of the system. 

        Results and Analysis- The proposed control scheme 
outperformed the passive vehicle suspension  

        System (PVSS) and the benchmark PSO-optimized PID 
controller. 

        Others - The advantages of PSO optimization were further 
realized as it assisted in improving the performance 
of the AVSS. 

        Comment - Particle Swarm Optimized is good to enhance 
dynamic of the system.  

          

30 Model Based Fault 
Detection  

Phanindra Garimella and 
Bin Yao 

American Control Conference Purpose of Study-To study the application of a nonlinear 
model based adaptive robust Observer (ARO) to the fault 

  of an Electro-Hydraulic 
Cylinder 

  June 8-10, 2005. Portland, OR, 
USA,2005,484-489 

 detection and diagnosis of some common faults that occur 
in hydraulic systems. 

  (hydraulic 64)     Methodology- Designing some robust filter structures 

        Results and Analysis-In order to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the ARO based fault detection scheme 
to the detection of faults like contamination and 
 fluid leakage, simulation results on the model of the 
swing-arm of an electro-hydraulic robot arm are 
presented. 
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        Others - The nonlinear model is used in the design of the 
adaptive robust observer which would reduce the effect of 
model uncertainties which would occur when linear 
models are employed. 
 

        Comment - the robustness of the system can be achieved 
through some diagnosis to the system. 

          

31 Force/Position Tracking 
for Electro hydraulic 
Systems of a  Robotic 
Excavator 
 (hydraulic 65) 

Q.H. Nguyen, Q.P.Ha,D.C. 
Rye  and H.H. Durrant-
Whyte 

Proceedings of the 39th IEEE 
Conference on Decision and 
Control Sydney, Australia, 
December2000,5224-5229   

Purpose of Study - the sliding mode axis control of the 
electro hydraulic servo systems 
 of a robotic excavator. 
 

      Methodology - A sliding mode controller is developed for 
the electro hydraulic actuator of each working axis to 
provide stable force tracking. With a proper choice of the 
reference force, the control law can also allow tracking of a 
desired piston displacement trajectory. Numerical 
simulation demonstrates the validity of the proposed 
technique. 

        Results and Analysis - Experimental results show good 
performance and strong robustness in both  
force and position following. 

        Others -the boom cylinder hydraulic system are provided  

        Comment - Sliding mode controller basically for the 
movement and for the best tracking ability.  
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32 Lyapunov-based Friction 
Compensation for  

P. Sekhavat, Q. Wu and N. 
Sepehri 

Proceedings of the 2004 
American Control Conference 

Purpose of Study- to regulate the position of hydraulic 
actuator. 

  Accurate Positioning of a 
Hydraulic Actuator 

   Boston, Massachusetts, June 
30-July 2,2004,418-423 

Methodology- A Lyapunov-based discontinuous friction 
compensation technique is developed for the  

  (hydraulic 66)     position regulation of a hydraulic actuator. 

        Results and Analysis- verify the effectiveness of the 
proposed controller in counteracting frictional effects and 
asymptotic convergence of the system to the desired 
position with no steady state error. 
 

        Others- the double-ended hydraulic actuation system 
under study. 

        Comment - the mathematical theorem is used widely in 
this paper. 

          

33 Robust Tracking Control 
for a Hydraulic Actuation 
System 
 (hydraulic 67) 

Dadi Hisseine Proceedings of the 2005 IEEE 
Conference on Control 
Applications 
Toronto,Canada,August 28-
31,2005, 422-427 

Purpose of Study - a nonlinear control approach to the 
position tracking for a hydraulic 
actuation system 

      Methodology- sliding mode control strategy. 

      Results and Analysis - improved robustness against 
considerable parametric uncertainties 

        (e.g. load variations, changes in fluid compressibility and in 
friction constants) and the tracking performance of 

         the presented control methods 

        Others - servovalve and an asymmetric single-rode 
cylinder. 

        Comment - Sliding mode control can enhance the tracking 
performance.  
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34 Design and Experimental 
Evaluation of a QFT  

N. Niksefat,N. Sepehri and 
Q. Wu 

International Journal of Robust 
and Nonlinear Control,2007, 

Purpose of Study- Design and experiment evaluation of a 
robust task controller for an elecro-hydraulic  

  Contact Task Controller 
for Electro-Hydraulic  

  17:225-250 actuator that operates under significant system 
uncertainties and nonlinearities. 

  Actuators  
(hydraulic 68) 

    Methodology- Using  a nonlinear approach within the 
framework of QPT 

       Results and Analysis- the simplicity of fixed-gain 
controllers, is easy to implement, requires very little  

        results in computational effort, is robust to the variation of 
hydraulic functions as well as environmental  

        stiffness and response with good performance in both 
transient and steady-state periods. 

        Others - The stability of the QFT force and position control 
systems are satisfied separately based on 
the Fixed Point theorem by Horowitz and, Banos and 
Bailey. 

        Comment - the robustness can be enhanced to some 
approach. 

          

35 Robust Composite 
Nonlinear Feedback 
Control With Application 
to a Servo Positioning 
System 
 (hydraulic 69) 

Guoyang Cheng and 
Kemao Peng 

IEEE Transactions on 
Iindustrial Electronics, Vol. 54, 
No. 2,  APRIL 2007,1132-1140 

Purpose of Study- to incorporate disturbance estimation 
and compensation into the framework of the original CNF 
control so as to eliminate the steady-state bias due to 
disturbances and retain the fast transient performance of 
the original CNF control. 

        Methodology- The new method is applied to design a 
control law for a dc servomotor positioning system 
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        Others - CNF control has the potential to beat the 
traditional time-optimal control or the 
proximate time-optimal servomechanism design method in 
setpoint asymptotic tracking. 
 This CNF technique has been successfully applied in a 
servo system design for a hard disk drive. 

        Comment - CNF is a method to deal with disturbance 
within fast performance.  

          

36 Modeling, Simulation, 
and Control of a 
Hydraulic Stewart 

D. Li and S. E. Salcudean Proceedings of the 1997 JEEE 
International Conference on 
Robotics and Automation 

Purpose of Study- the modeling, simulation, and control of 
an inverted, ceiling-mounted Stewart platform designed to 
be a one-person motion simulator. 

  Platform 
 (hydraulic 70) 

   Albuquerque, New Mexico, 
April 1997,3360-3366 

Methodology- The dynamic equations of the Stewart 
platform are derived using the virtual work principle. 

       Results and Analysis- With the above controller, the small-
motion position bandwidth 
of the platform can reach 9Hz along the vertical axis for a 
payload of about 140 kg. 

        Others -Each electrohydraulic actuator consists of an 
asymmetrical 
cylinder controlled by a hydraulic valve in a three-way 
configuration, 

        
 
 

Comment - study of the dynamic equation 

37 Robust Controller with 
Disturbance Rejection for 
Hydraulic Servo Systems 
(hydraulic 71) 

Hung-Ching Lu and Wen-
Chen Lin 

IEEE Transactions on Industrial 
Electronics, Vol. 40, No. 1, 
February 1993,157-162 

Purpose of Study- to improve the performance and to 
reduce the sensitivity of hydraulic servo systems in the 
presence of parameter variations, nonlinear effects, and 
other disturbances. 

       Methodology- The proposed robust control system used to 
enhance the closed-loop stability and to recover the steady 
and transient error quickly and completely. 
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       Results and Analysis- the proposed controller has 
the abi large plant parameter variations and/or external 
lity to maintain system accuracy in the presence of very  
disturbances at the plant input. 
 

        Others - the connection of the hydraulic servo systems 
consists of three parts: the control computer, the interface, 
and the hydraulic plants. 

        Comment- disturbance rejection can enhance the 
robustness. 

          

38 Nonlinear Modeling and 
Control of a Hydraulic 
Seismic Simulator 
(hydraulic 72) 

Devin P. Newel,Hongliang 
Dai, Michael K. Sain,Peter 
Quast and B. F. Spencer, 
Jr. 

Proceedings of the American 
Control Conference Seattle, 
Washington, June 1995,801- 
805  

Purpose of Study-a nonlinear model of the seismic 
simulator 

     Methodology- A Kalman filter-based controller is 
employed. 

      Results and Analysis - a Kalman filter able to model and 
control the hydraulic seismic simulator. 

        Others - The electrohydraulic servovalve, connects 
t,he electric and hydromechanical portions of the 
seismic simulator. Current in the armature coils instigates 
movement of the torque arm. 

        Comment - no actuator is used.  

          

39 ANN-based PID 
Controller for  

Jianjun Yao , Liquan 
Wang, Caidong Wang, 

Proceedings of the IEEE 
International Conference on  

Purpose of Study-to reach high precision tracking control 
for an electro-hydraulic servo system 

  an Electro-hydraulic 
Servo System  
(hydraulic 73) 

Zhonglin Zhang and Peng 
Jia 

Automation and Logistics 
Qingdao, China ,September 
2008, 18-22 

Methodology-nonlinear tracking differentiator (NTD) is 
presented to yield high quality differential signals for the 
PID controller 
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        Results and Analysis- comparing with conventional PID 
control strategy this proposed control scheme has an 

         excellent system performance including high precision 
 trajectory tracking ability and rejection of disturbance. 
 

        Others - The hydraulic actuator is comprised of an 
asymmetric 
cylinder, an asymmetric servo valve in a three-way 
configuration and a load force 

        Comment - precision tracking control is important in the 
electro-hydraulic system. 

          

40 Drive by Wire Control of 
an Electro-Hydraulic 
Active Suspension a 

Claude Kaddissi, Jean-
Pierre Kenné, and 
Maarouf Saad 

Proceedings of the 2005 IEEE 
Conference on Control 
Applications Toronto, 

Purpose of Study - to control the car vertical motion and 
keep it to zero, in order to ensure 
passengers’ comfort. 

  Backstepping Approach 
(hydraulic 74)  

 Canada, August 28-31,2005, 
1581-1587 

Methodology - the backstepping control strategy 

      Results and Analysis - the backstepping used with the 
model we established is an ideal 
drive by wire control to compensate road fluctuations. 

        Comment - back stepping control can enhance the 
performance. 
 

41 Effect of PMSM Sizing on 
the Energy  

T. A. Minav, P. A. 
Immonen,  

IEEE,2009,758-765 Purpose of Study- investigates the effect of a permanent 
magnet synchronous machine (PMSM) drive on the  

  Efficiency of an Electro-
Hydraulic Forklift 

J. J. Pyrhönen, and L. I. E. 
Laurila 

  efficiency of an electric energy recovery system of a 
hydraulic forklift. 

  (hydraulic 94)     Methodology- The control of the system is implemented 
directly with a permanent magnet AC servo motor 

         drive without control valves. The paper provides accurate 
evaluation of the hydraulic system and the electric 
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        part of the working machine. An analysis of the theoretical 
model is made and the model is verified by practical results 

        Results and Analysis - The energy recovered in the tests 
showed that the PMSM has a significant impact 

         on the efficiency of the system. 

        Others - the experimental system consists of: a) single-
acting cylinder,  b) two-way normally closed poppet valve, 
c) pressure relief valve, d) internal gear pump/motor, e) oil 
tank, f) permanent magnet synchronous motor/generator, 
g) frequency converter, and brake resistor Rbrake 

        Comment - the usage of PMSM give some effect in order 
to sizing the energy as the hydraulic actuator 

        transferring power in their operation. 

          

42 Electric Energy Recovery 
System  Efficiency 

Tatiana A. Minav,  
Lasse.I.E.Laurila,  

 Electrical Machines - ICEM 
2010, Rome 

Purpose of Study-  to find possibilities to recover electric 
energy in a hydraulic forklift system. 

  an a Hydraulic Forklift 
(hydraulic 93) 

 Paula A. Immonen, Mari 
E.Haapala, and Juha J. 
Pyrhönen 

  Methodology - The drive consists of a DTC controlled 
electric servo motor directly running a reversible hydraulic 
pump. A real system was built and tested, especially, from 
the energy recovery point of view. 
 

       

        Result and Analysis - it can be seen that both results are 
very efficient  and the recovery of  energy helps a lot. With 
the recovery of energy, the amount of work cycles for one 
complete discharge of the accumulator can be increased. 
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        Others - The control principle of the ACSM1 is based on the 
direct torque control method (DTC). The main features 

        of DTC are: The motor torque is controlled by directly 
controlling its stator flux linkage. 

        Comment - the DTC is used to enhance the possibilities to 
recover electric energy in a hydraulic forklift  

        system. 

          

43 Input-Output Feedback 
Linearization Control of a 
Load-Sensing Hydraulic 
Servo System 
 (hydraulic 92) 

Jorge Chiriboga, May-Win 
L. Thein, and Eduardo A. 
Misawa 

IEEE, 1995,910-915 Purpose of Study- to analyze the feasibility of designing a 
non-linear controller for a load sensing hydraulic servo 
system. 

       Methodology- The nonlinear controller is obtained using 
Input-Output Feedback Linearization. By using this 
technique, the system is not restricted to operate locally 
about a certain set of operating points. 

        Results and Analysis-  the feasibility and advantages of 
applying nonlinear controllers to highly nonlinear  

        systems. 

        Others - important to emphasize that the controller 
produces consistently desirable responses,  

        despite any input reference speed. 

        Comment - as the input-output linearization method is 
used, it need to take into account the nonlinearities  

        load-sensing hydraulic system. 
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44 A Simplified Approach to 
Force 

Andrew Alleyne and Rui 
Liu 

Control Engineering Practice 8 
(2000) 1347-1356 

Purpose of Study-  for force tracking control of an electro-
hydraulic actuator 

   Control for Electro-
Hydraulic Systems 

    Methodology - To compensate for the parametric 
uncertainties, a Lyapunov-based parameter adaptation is 

  (hydraulic 91)     applied. The adaptation uses a variable structure approach 
to account for asymmetries present in the system.  

         The coupled control law and the adaptation scheme are 
applied to an experimental valve-controlled cylinder. 

          

        Results and Analysis- It is shown that the original 
algorithm can be signifcantly simplifed without too  

        signifcant a loss of performance. The simplest algorithm 
corresponds to an adaptive velocity feedback term  

        coupled with a simple force error feedback. 

        Others - The cylinder velocity acts as a feedback term from 
the position output of the cylinder to the 

        pressure differential across the piston. The force-producing 
element is a double-ended hydraulic cylinder  

        driven by a single stage, four-way spool valve. 

        Comment - if the model of the system is not really 
accurate, the controller will have some problems to   

        perform to the system. 

45 Control and Performance 
Evaluation of a  

M. Montanari, F. Ronchi,  Control Engineering Practice 
12 (2004) 1369–1379 

Purpose of Study- analysing a hydraulic actuated clutch 
control system for commercial cars. 

  Clutch Servo System with 
Hydraulic Actuation 

C. Rossi, A. Tilli, and A. 
Tonielli 

  Methodology- The design of closed-loop controller is 
presented, based on a simplified system model. A  

  (hydraulic 90)     physical full-order model is also described and used to 
assess through computer simulations the  

        dependence of the closed-loop system performances on 
some plant and controller key parameters. Selected 

        performance indexes are gear shift timing and position 
tracking error and it results that they are mostly 
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        affected by two key parameters: oil pipeline length and 
controller sampling time. The resulting dependencies 

         can be used to set performances and cost specifications 
for both plant configuration and  

         electronic control unit. 

        Results and Analysis- proper modelling and control design 
for a hydraulic clutch control system can lead to different 
system configurations capable to achieve the desired 
performances. 
 

        Others - The actuator is mainly composed by a hydraulic 
piston connected to a Belville spring .The hydraulic circuit 
is control led by a servo valve (a three way spool flow 
control valve) which determines the oil flow and pressure 
in the actuator  through a pipeline. 

         

        Comment - a proper way in choosing the best modeling  
produced the best performance for hydraulic clutch 

        control system.  
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46 Nonlinear Control of an 
Electrohydraulic Injection  

Heather Havlicsek and 
Andrew Alleyne 

IEEE/ASME TRANSACTIONS ON 
MECHATRONICS, VOL. 4,  

Purpose of Study- This paper examines the control of an 
industrial injection molding machine (IMM) for both 

  Molding Machine via 
Iterative Adaptive 
Learning 

  NO. 3, SEPTEMBER 1999,312-
323 

 mold filling and moldpacking. 

  (hydraulic 89)     Methodology- A nonlinear model of the system is 
determined for the filling and packing stages, then verified 
against experimental data. The model includes several key 
aspects of the actual machine dynamics including stick–slip 
friction, time delays, nonlinear valve flow characteristics, 
and dead zones. A feed forward control input is 
determined via an iterative learning control scheme. This 
input is combined with either a feedback strategy or an 
open-loop strategy for the filling and packing control 
phases, respectively. The time delay, which exists in both 
stages, is accounted for by time shifting the learning feed 
forward signal relative to the feedback control signal. 
Simulation and experimental investigations indicate the 
benefits of the proposed strategy for control of electro 
hydraulic IMM’s. 

        Results and Analysis - Simulation and experimental 
investigations indicate the benefits of the proposed 
strategy for control of electro hydraulic IMM’s. 
 

        Others - there are two valves, a flow control valve and a 
pressure relief valve, which control the machine instead of 
using one servo valve. The model will be separated into 
two parts: the filling phase and the packing phase. 
. 

        Comment - in industry, the injection molding machine 
need to be controlled as the usage of hydraulic actuator 
system is widely used  
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47 Trajectory Control of 
Electro-Hydraulic 
Excavator Using Fuzzy 

Le Duc Hanh, Kyoung 
Kwan Ahn, Nguyen Bao 
Kha and Woo Keun Jo 

Journal of Mechanical Science 
and Technology 23,2009, 
 149-160 

Purpose of Study- This paper presents the trajectory 
control of a 2DOF mini electro-hydraulic excavator by using 
fuzzy self tuning with neural network algorithm 

  Self Tuning Algorithm 
with Neural Network 
(hydraulic 88) 

  Methodology- First, the mathematical model is derived for 
the 2DOF mini electro-hydraulic excavator. The fuzzy PID 
and fuzzy self tuning with neural network are designed for 
circle trajectory following. Its two links are driven by an 
electric motor controlled pump system. 
 

        Results and Analysis- The experimental results 
demonstrated that the proposed controllers 

        have better control performance than the conventional 
controller. 

        Others - MMP consists of one DC servo motor, one variable 
bidirectional rotational pump, one hydraulic tank and one 
cylinder. 

        Comment - the excavator used the hydraulic actuator in its 
system. By having Fuzzy controler and Neural network, the 
trajectory and tracking of the hydraulic actuator system 
can be improved with proper choices of modelling style.  

          

49 Feedback Linearisation 
Control for 
ElectrohydrauIic Systems 
of a Robotic Excavator 
(hydraulic 87) 

Q.H. Nguyen, Q.P. Ha, D.C 
Rye, and H.F. Durrant-
Whyte 

Australian Centre for Field 
Robotics, 190 - 195 

Purpose of Study- This paper presents a feedback 
linearization approach to the control of electro hydraulic 
servo systems of a robotic excavator. 

      Methodology- The control system of the bucket hydraulic 
cylinder is used as a testbed. 
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       Results and Analysis- The results obtained demonstrate 
the advantage of the proposed controller over 
conventional linearised controllers in dealing with 
nonlinearities of hydraulic systems. 

        Others - Experimental work has been done on Komatsu 
PC05-7 mini-excavator. 

        Comment - the controller worked well with the system as 
it is straightforward. The feedback linearization make more 
acceptable by the system. 

          

50 A Study on An Energy 
Saving Electro-Hydraulic 
Excavator 
 (hydraulic 86) 

Jong Il Yoon, Ahn Kyoung 
Kwan, and Dinh Quang 
Truong 

ICROS-SICE International Joint 
Conference 2009 August 18-
21, 2009, Fukuoka 
International Congress Center, 
Japan,3825-3830 

Purpose of Study - The aim of this paper is to propose a 
new energy saving hybrid excavator using an electro-
hydraulic circuit design driven by an electric 
motor/generator for the generation of potential energy 

     Methodology- a 5 ton class hybrid excavator is analyzed, 
developed with the boom arm for the evaluation of the 
designed system. The hardware implementation is also 
present in this paper. 

        

        Results and Analysis -  the hybrid boom system brings 
more working efficiency than the conventional boom 
system. 

         

        Others - three cylinders: boom cylinder, arm cylinder, and 
bucket cylinder. 
 

        Comment - by having the best controller for the hydraulic 
actuator system in excavator, the energy can be saved.  
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51 Automatization of 
excavator and study of its 
autocontrol 
 (hydraulic 85) 

Yan Jun, Li Bo, Tu 
Qunzhang, Guo Gang, and 
Zeng Yonghua 

Third International Conference 
on Measuring Technology and 
Mechatronic automation   , 
2011,604-609 

Purpose of Study- Aiming at the hot topic of automatic 
control of excavator, a hydraulic excavator is retrofitted in 
this paper. 

      Methodology- Electro-hydraulic proportional valves are 
installed. The feedback control and intelligent monitoring 
system is designed based on CAN bus.  The motion control 
model of excavator’s working unit is deduced. According to 
the characteristics such  
as nonlinearity, parameter uncertainties and external 
disturbance of electro-hydraulic control system, this paper 
presents a fuzzy controller to deal with the motion control 
system. 
 
 

        Results and Analysis - motion control model of the 
excavator’s working unit is established, 

        to overcome its characteristics such as nonlinearity, 
parameter uncertainties and external  

        disturbance, a fuzzy controller is used here, the simulation 
results demonstrates that it is better than  

        conventional PID for the excavator motion control system. 

        Others - Six pairs of such valves are added to the original 
excavator, which control the motion of left track, right 
track, cab slew, boom, dipper and bucket respectively. 
 

        Comment - in auto control, the usage of electro hydraulic 
principle may help in motion. 
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52 Robust Performance 
Control of 
Electrohydraulic 
Actuators for Electronic 
Cam Motion Generation 
(hydraulic 84) 

Dean H. Kim and Tsu-Chin 
Tsao 

IEEE Transactions on Control 
Systems Technology, Vol. 8, 
No. 2, March 2000,  
220- 227 

Purpose of Study- digital control design and 
implementation for an electro hydraulic servo actuator 
used in electronic cam motion generation. 
 

        Methodology -To precisely generate electronic cam 
motion,  a repetitive controller and a feed forward 
controller are added as plug-ins to the robust performance 
feedback controller.  

        Results and Analysis - best performance cannot be 
achieved if the controller design is based on 
 a small signal model or one with an  inadequately small 
range of motion. 
 

        Others - The experimental system consists of a flapper 
nozzle type two-stage servo valve, a double-ended equal-
area linear displacement actuator, two displacement 
feedback sensors, and peripheral devices such as hydraulic 
power supply, valve drive servo amplifier, and digital signal 
processor board with host computer. 
  
 

        Comment - with the best choices of amplitudes, the 
robustness of the system can be achieved with the perfect 
choice of modelling. 
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53 Nonlinear Adaptive 
Control of Active  

Andrew Alleyne and J. 
Karl Hedrick 

IEEE Transactions on Control 
Systems Technology,  

Purpose of Study - to analyse  Nonlinear Adaptive Control 
of Active Suspensions. 

  Suspensions  
(hydraulic 83) 

  Vol. 1, No. 1. March 1995, 94 - 
101 

Methodology - To reduce the error in the model, a 
standard parameter adaptation scheme, based on 
Lyapunov analysis, is introduced. A modified adaptation 
scheme, which enables the identification of parameters 
whose values change with regions of the state space, is 
then presented. 

        Results and Analysis - experimental results show that the 
active system is better than a passive system in terms 
of improving the ride quality of the vehicle. 
 

        Others - The force producing element is a conventional 
hydraulic actuator with a four way  spool valve. The four 
way spool valve is controlled by a flapper valve with a 
direct current input 

        Comment - the performance can be identified if the ability 
of the actuator 
output to track a  force is at the best. 

          

54 Nonlinear Adaptive 
Robust Control of 
Hydraulic Actuators 
Regulated by 
Proportional Directional 
Control Valves with  
Deadband and Nonlinear 
Flow Gains  
(hydraulic 82) 

Fanping Bu and Bin Yao Proceedings of the American 
Control Conference Chicago, 
Illinois June 2000, 4129 - 4133 

Purpose of Study- This paper studies the motion control of 
single-rod hydraulic actuators regulated by proportional 
directional control(PDC) valves with dead band and 
nonlinear flow gains. 
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      Methodology- the paper presents a discontinuous 
projection based adaptive robust controller. Direct inverse 
is used to compensate for the effect of the valve dead 
band, and certain straight-line approximations are used to 
model the nonlinear flow gain coefficient of the valve. 
 

       Results and Analysis -A discontinuous projection based 
ARC controller is constructed for the boom motion of 
hydraulic robot arm regulated by a PDC valve with 
deadband and nonlinear flow gains. Straight-line segments 
are used to approximate the nonlinear flow gain, and 
certain robust feedback is used to attenuate the effect of 
flow mapping approximation error.Direct inverse is used to 
compensate for the valve deadband. 
 

        Others - motion control of the boom linkage of a hydraulic 
robot arm was used in this study.  

        Comment - PDC is new to thing and need to be understand 
well. Same goes to ARC controller. 

          

55 Transient Control of 
Electro-Hydraulic Fully 
Flexible Engine 

Zongxuan Sun and Tang-
Wei Kuo 

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON 
CONTROL SYSTEMS 
TECHNOLOGY,  

Purpose of Study- to analyse the transient control of a 
laboratory electro-hydraulic fully flexible valve 
actuation system. 

  Valve Actuation System 
(hydraulic 81)  

  VOL. 18, NO. 3, MAY 2010,613-
621 

Methodology- To overcome this challenge, we propose a 
new valve profile consisting of a periodic portion and a  

       dwell portion with time-varying duration. Robust  

        repetitive control is then applied to the periodic portion 
and proportional plus integral and derivative (PID) control  

        is applied to the dwell portion. These two controls are 
switched in real-time to achieve asymptotic valve profile  
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        tracking performance. 

        Results and Analysis- The proposed control method has 
been implemented on an electro-hydraulic FFVA system 
and successfully demonstrated transient capabilities such 
as lift transient, duration transient, phasing transient,speed 
transient, and mode transient. 
  

        Others - Four electro-hydraulic actuators are used to 
actuate the two intake and two exhaust valves 
 in a single cylinder engine 

        Comment - the experiment is about hydraulic valve 
actuation system. 

          

56 Design of Robust 
Controller in 

Ge-Qiang Li, Jian Cao, 
Biao Zhang,  

Proceedings of the Fifth 
International Conference on  

Purpose of Study- Application of μ theory in the 
electrohydraulic load simulator is studied. 

   Electrohydraulic Load 
Simulator 

and Ke-Ding Zhao Machine Learning and 
Cybernetics, Dalian, 

Methodology- Synthetically considering uncertainties such 
as parameter perturbations, model perturbations  

  (hydraulic 80)     13-16 August 2006,779 - 784 and external disturbances etc., robust force controller of 
the electrohydraulic load simulator is designed using μ 

         synthesis theory. 

        Results and Analysis- The results indicate that the 
designed robust force controller is efficiency and  

        superiority. 

        Others - two parts that we call rudder simulating system 
and loading system, using home-made  
double-vane oscillating hydraulic servo motor as its 
actuator and FF106 flow servo valve of Number 609 
institute as its control component. 
 

        Comment - a deep understanding should be applied about 
the μ theory.  
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57 Parametric Fault 
Diagnosis for 
Electrohydraulic Cylinder 

Hong-Zhou Tan and  
Nariman Sepehri 

IEEE Transactions On Industrial 
Electronics, Vol. 49, No. 1, 
February 2002, 96 - 106 

Purpose of Study- Analysing a novel model-based 
methodology to fault diagnosis (FD) of nonlinear hydraulic 
drive systems. 

  Drive Units  
(hydraulic 50) 

  Methodology-a second-truncated Volterra nonlinear 
model is first used to characterize such systems. The 
versatile order-recursive estimation scheme is employed to 
determine the values of parameters in the Volterra model. 
 

        Results and Analysis- It is concluded that the developed 
parametric FD technique has potential to provide efficient 
 condition monitoring and/or preventive maintenance in 
hydraulic actuator circuits 

        Others - the mathematical model of a typical electro 
hydraulic actuator and its corresponding 

         Volterra representation from an FD perspective. 

        Comment - Voltera non linear model need to be 
understand well.  

          

58 Tracking Control Of an 
Electrohydraulic 
Manipulator in the 

Shahram Tafazoli, 
Clarence W. de Silva  and 
Peter D. Lawrence 

IEEE Transactions On Control 
Systems Technology, Vol. 6, 
No. 3, May 1998, 401 -411 

Purpose of Study- to analyse  and estimate the friction and 
compensation for its effects in the control of an electro 
hydraulic manipulator 

   Presence of Friction 
(hydraulic 30) 

  Methodology- A novel observer-based friction 
compensating control strategy is developed for improved   

       tracking performance of the manipulator. The approach is 
based on acceleration feedback control. Experimental 

        investigations show that this controller significantly 

        outperforms a conventional, proportional-plus-derivative 
(PD)controller. 

        Others - The prototype electrohydraulic manipulator is of 
Cartesian type with two orthogonal prismatic joints. 
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        Comment - the friction affected the performance of the 
system. 

          

59 Force Tracking Neural 
Control for an Electro-
hyraulic Actuator via 
Second Order Sliding 
Mode  
(hydraulic 31) 

Carlos Lizalde, Alexander 
Loukianov  and Edgar 
Sanchez 

Proceedings of the 2006 IEEE 
International Symposium on 
Intelligent Control Limassol, 
Cyprus, June 27-29, 2006,  
292 - 297 

Purpose of Study- new scheme for identification and 
control of an electro-hydraulic system using 
recurrent neural networks 
 

 

      Methodology- The relative new approach high order 
sliding mode (HOSM) is used to eliminate the undesired 
chattering effect. 

       Results and Analysis- The new control scheme, based on 
the combination of the neural identifier and  second order 
sliding mode controller, is proposed to solve the force 
tracking problem for a electro-hydraulic actuator. Such 
combination enables to achieve chattering-free  and 
robustness properties of the closed-loop system.The 
simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed 
control scheme.  

        Others - The neural model used for the identification is a 
modified version of the RHONN. 
 

        Comment - Neural network is an approach for force 
tracking.  
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60 Nonlinear Adaptive 
Robust Control Of 
Electro-Hydraulic Servo 
Systems With 
Discontinuous  
Projections   
(hydraulic 32) 

Bin Yao, Fanping Bu and 
George T. C. Chiu 

Proceedings of the 37th IEEE 
Conference on Decision 
Tampa, Florida USA, 
December1998, 
 2265 - 2270  

Purpose of Study- the high performance robust motion 
control of electro-hydraulic servo-systems. The dynamics 
of hydraulic systems are highly nonlinear and the system 
may be subjected to non-smooth and discontinuous 
nonlinearities due to directional change  of valve opening, 
fraction, and valve overlap. Aside from the nonlinear 
nature of hydraulic dynamics, hydraulic servo systems also 
have large extent of model uncertainties. 

      

         

        Methodology- adaptive robust control (ARC) is applied and 
an ARC controller based on discontinuous projection 
 method is constructed 

        Results and Analysis- the ARC controller in the paper has a 
more robust parameter adaptation process and 
is more suitable for implementation 

        Others- The design parallels the recursive backstepping 
design procedure via ARC Lyapunov functions  
 

        Comment - ARC controller model should be understood 
properly.  

          

61 Indirect Adaptive Robust 
Control of 

Song Liu and Bin Yao Proceedings of the 2003 
IEEE/ASME international  

Purpose of Study-to study an indirect adaptive robust 
control (IARC) of electro-hydraulic systems 

   Electro-Hydraulic 
Systems Driven by  

  Conference on Advanced 
Intelligent  

Methodology-IARC focuses on accurate parameter 
estimates for secondary purposes such as machine health 

  Single-Rod Hydraulic 
Actuator 
 (hydraulic 33 

  Mechatronics (AIM 2003), 296 
- 301 

monitoring and prognostics. Accurate parameter estimates 
are obtained through parameter estimation algorithm 
based on the plant dynamics rather than the tracking error 
dynamics while robust stability  and performance are 
achieved through adaptive robust control. 
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        Results and Analysis - the proposed [ARC achieves good 
tracking performance and accurate parameter estimation. 

         

        Others - single rod hydraulic actuator.The proposed IARC 
scheme is composed of three parts: 
(a) the physical model based indirect parameter estimation 
algorithm, (b) the robust control law and (c) the projection 
type adaptation law with rate limits which is a connection 
between the control law and estimation. 

        Comment - the good understanding is needed to 
understand the IARC. 

          

62 Identification and Real-
Time Control of an 
Electrohydraulic Servo 

Claude Kaddissi, Jean-
Pierre Kenné and 
Maarouf Saad 

IEEE/ASME Transactions On 
Mechatronics, Vol. 12, No. 1, 
February 2007, 12 - 22 

Purpose of Study- the identification and the real-time 
control of an electro hydraulic servo system 
 

  System Based on 
Nonlinear Backstepping 
(hydraulic 34) 

  Methodology- The control strategy is based on the 
nonlinear backstepping approach.While the controller, 
backstepping controlensures the global asymptotic stability 

        of the system, the tuning parameters of the  

       nonetheless, do greatly affect the saturation and 
chattering in the control signal, and consequently, 
thedynamic errors. 

          

        Results and Analysis - the effectiveness of the proposed 
approach in terms of guaranteed stability and zero tracking 
error. 
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        Others - The online identification of the system parameters 
is based on the recursive least square algorithm, with 
constant trace. The identification procedure is achieved in 
an open- loop system. 
 

        Comment - the result still need to be compared with the 
PID controller outcome. 
 

63 Force Controlled 
Actuator  
(hydraulic 35) 

Devin Koepl and Kevin 
Kemper 

Article  Purpose of Study- the research on force controlled 
actuator 
 

Methodology- The model is a simple mass bouncing on a 
spring similar to the SLIP model, but we actively control 
forces on the spring as in the series elastic actuator. A  
forward controller regulate the displacement of a spring, 
thereby creating a controlled force profile at the end of the 
leg that corresponds with the desired passive dynamics. A 
motor is used to actuate the leg according to output from 
the PD controller as well as a feed forward force 
motor inertia was added to the spring mass model as a 
mass between the actuator and spring dampener sub 
system. If the length of the actuator were to remain 
constant during hopping, the system would gradually lose 
energy due to parasitic damping forces. Energy may be 
readded to the system by extending the actuator during    
contact with the ground, to compensate for energy lost. 
 

Results and Analysis - The system’s PD controller allows 
the leg to accommodate parasitic drag forces as well as 
larger disturbances such as a sudden drop in the ground  
plane or change in ground elasticity 
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        Others - simple mass bouncing on a spring similar 
to the SLIP model, but we actively control forces on 
the spring as in the series elastic actuator. 

  
 

      Comment - the force controlled actuator can be 
implemented to the hydraulic system. 

64 Variable Structure 
Control for 
Electrohydraulic 

Mohamed A Ghazy IECON'01: The 27th annual 
Conference of the IEEE 
Industrial  

Purpose of Study-  to achieve accurate servo tracking in 
the presence of load disturbance and plant parameter 
variation. 

   Position Servo System   Electronics Society, 2194 - 
2198 

Methodology- variable structure control (VSC) with 
reaching law is presented for an electro hydraulic  

        position servo control system. 

        Results and Analysis - Therefore, the proposed approach is 
robust since it achieves accurate tracking response in the 
presence of plant parameter variations and external load 
disturbance. 
 

        Others - variable structure control (VSC) deals with 
nonlinear system globally through a fast switching 
 control which forces the original nonlinear system to 
behave as a stable equivalent linear one.  

        Comment - tracking of the elecctro hydraulic system is an 
issu that have to be overcome as the factors that 

        lead to this problem are many. 
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65 Implementation of 
Minimal Control 
Synthesis on a 

D P Stoten Proceedings of the Institution 
of Mechanical Engineers, Part 
1: Journal of Systems and 

Purpose of Study- to present the results of the first known 
implementation of the algorithm on servo-hydraulically 
actuated machine. 

   Servo-Hydraulic Testing 
Machine 

  Control Engineering, 189 - 194  

  (hydraulic 38)     Methodology- The minimal control synthesis (MCS) 
algorithm is an adaptive controller that requires no prior  

        knowledge of plant dynamic parameters,and yet is 
guaranteed to provide global asymptotic stability of the  

        closed-loop system.The algorithm has been implemented 
on a variety of plant, ranging from laboratory- 

        based rigs to industrial machines. 

        Results and Analysis- The results of [he MCS 
implementation will be seen to compare very favourably 
with  those of a conventional (P + I)implementation. 

         

        Others - The rig, shown schematically in, is actuated by a 
standard servo-hydraulic system, and induced 
loads are measured by a load cell in series with the 
actuator ram. The system has a permanently installed 
high-gain feedback loop from the load cell amplifier output 
round to the spool valve amplifier summing 
junction. This is primarily used as a method of reducing 
stiction and dead-band effects in the spool valve, which is 
subjected to only small displacements during normal tests. 
 

        Comment - MCS was new algorithm to enhance servo-
hydraulically actuated machine. 
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66 Fault Detection in 
Electro-Hydraulic  

H. Khan, S. Abou and N. 
Sepehri 

Proceedings of the 2002 
Canadian Conference on  

Purpose of Study- a study a scheme for fault detection in 
hydraulic servo positioning systems 

  Servo-Positioning 
Systems Using Sequential 
Test of Wald 
 (hydraulic 54) 

   Electrical & Computer 
Engineering, 1628 - 1633 

Methodology- using analytical redundancy. A fault is 
understood as a malfunction in the dynamic system that 
leads to an unacceptable anomaly in the overall system 's 
performance. The approach taken is to construct a 
nonlinear observer. The actuator's linear velocity is taken 
as input to the observer. The cumulative sum of the 
residuals, taken from the difference between the actual 
and the observed velocities, is then used in a sequential 
test of Wald to determine the occurrence of fault. 
  

        Results and Analysis - (i) employing a nonlinear observer 
for the class of electrohydraulic 
servo-positioning system, and (ii) incorporating sequential 
test of Wald to detect the occurrence of a fault. 

        Others - Wald's sequential test, also called sequential 
probability 
ratio test, is used here as a decision tool to accept whether 
or not a fault is present in the system. 

        Comment - Fault in a system may affect the performance 
of the system in term of tracking. 

          

67 Modelling and Control of 
a New 1/4T Servo-
Hydraulic Vehicle  

Jyh-Chyang Renn and 
Tsung-Han Wu   

Journal of Marine Science and 
Technology, Vol. 15, No. 3, 
2007, 265 - 272 

Purpose of Study- a new 1/4T servo-hydraulic vehicle 
active suspension system is developed and two control 
schemes are utilized 

  Active Suspension 
System  
(hydraulic 55) 

  Methodology- The first one is a conventional PID controller 
obtained from Ziegler-Nichols method and the second one 
is the neural network controller.In addition,the utilization 

       of MATLAB/Simulink software enables the Modelling  and 

       dynamic simulation of the control system. 
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        Results and Analysis- two proposed control 
schemes can restrain significantly the vibration and 
acceleration of vehicle body. However, the performance of 
neural network controller is somewhat better than that 
obtained from the PID controller. 

        Others - the PI and PD fuzzy controllers to the active 
suspension system, and the optimum parameters of fuzzy 
controller were obtained by genetic-algorithm (GA). 

        Comment - Fuzzy controller widely used in the system as it 
is easier to tune. 

          

68 Modeling and Control of 
an industrial hydraulic 
rotary vane actuator 
(hydraulic 104) 

J. Heintze,G. v. Schothorst 
A.J.J. v.d. Weiden and  
P.C. Teerhuis 

Proceedings of the 32nd 
Conference on Decision and 
Control San Antonio , Texas, 
December 1993,1913-1918 

Purpose of Study - to model and control of an industrial 
hydraulic rotary vane actuator 

   
 

  Methodology- Coulomb friction due to the pressure 
feedback loop 

      Results and Analysis - Model based control design proved 
to be capable 
of achieving high performance specifications for the 
controlled system. 

        Others - hydraulic actuator consists of two oil 
compartments, 
separated by a movable part. In the case of the rotary 
actuator, 
this part is the vane, which is connected to the output 
shaft 

        Comment - the nonlinear model and linearize model have 
to be understood. 
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69 Modified Elman neural 
network controller with 
improved particle swarm 
optimisation for linear 
synchronous motor 
drive(hydraulic 56)  

F.-J. Lin, L.-T. Teng, and  
H. Chu 

IET Electr. Power Appl., 2008, 
Vol. 2, No. 3, 201–214 

Purpose of Study - to control the mover of a permanent 
magnet linear synchronous motor (PMLSM) 
servo drive to track periodic reference trajectories. 
 

       Methodology - improved particle swarm optimisation 
(IPSO) is adopted in this study to adapt the  
learning rates in the BP process of the modified Elman 
neural network to improve the learning capability. 

        

       Results and Analysis - This study has successfully 
demonstrated the effectiveness of 
the proposed modified Elman neural network controller 
with ISPO for the position control of a PMLSM drive 
system. 
 

        Others - PSOis an algorithmbased on a school of flying 
birds to simulate the behaviour of a swarm as a simplified 
social system. In a particle swarm optimiser, the individuals 
are evolved by cooperation and competition among 
the individuals through generations instead of 
using genetic operators. 

        Comment - PMLSM can be used for linear synchronous 
motor drive. 

          

70 Simulation model of 
hydraulic turbine speed 
control system  and its 
parameters identification 

Bai Ji-Zhong, Xie Ai-Guo, 
Yu Xin-Hua and Zhou Li-
Kun 

U.S. Government Purpose of Study- A new simulation model of hydraulic 
turbine speed control system and mathematical models of 
microcomputer governor is proposed, and to investigate 
the first and second 
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   based on resilient  
adaptive particle swarm 
optimization algorithm 
(hydraulic 57) 

    regulation characteristics of hydraulic turbine speed 
control system, after hydraulic turbine group connected to 
the major power systems. 

        Methodology - Simulation model established and 
parameters were identified intelligently by using resilient 
adaptive particle swarm optimization algorithm. 
 
 

        Results and Analysis - The simulation models and 
mathematical models of the speed control system built 
provide an effective and reliable method and means to 
study the regulation characteristics  and the quality of 
under hydraulic turbine group parallel connection to the 
major power systems. 
 
 
 
 

        Others - dynamic adaptive fitness transform the speed 
factor PSO, 

        Comment - not relevant to the topic. 

          

71 Design of Fractional 
Order Controller for a 
Servohydraulic 
Positioning System with 
Micro Artificial Bee 
Colony Algorithm 
(hydraulic 58) 

Anguluri Rajasekhar, 
Swagatam Das, and P. N. 
Suganthan 

WCCI 2012 IEEE World 
Congress on Computational 
Intelligence- Brisbane, 
Australia, June, 10-15, 2012,   

Purpose of Study- to study application of designing a 
Fractional Order Controller for a Servo hydraulic 
positioning system, to compensate  the negative effects of 
fluid leakage across a faulty actuator piston seal. 
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      Methodology- A novel micro artificial bee colony algorithm 
(μΑΒC) has been proposed for designing this Fractional 
order Controller based on minimizing Integral 
Time Absolute Error (ITAE) criterion. As μΑΒC requires a 
less number of bees, the solution is obtained much faster 
than that of basic Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) method. 

        Results and Analysis- novel variant of Artificial Bee Colony 
algorithm i.e., μABC has been proposed and been applied 
in tuning the fractional order proportional integral 
controller of a hydraulic servo positioning system. 
 

        Others - In ABC algorithm each solution to the problem is 
considered as food source and represented by a D-
dimensional real-valued vector 
 

        Comment - the ABC was a new approach. 

          

72 Nonlinear Identification 
of Hydraulic Servo-Drive 
Systems  
(hydraulic 52) 

Mohieddine Jelali and 
Helmut 

IEEE Control Systems October 
1995,17-22 

Purpose of Study - the identification of nonlinear models in 
observer canonical form of hydraulic servo-drives from 
sampled data of input-output measurements 

      Methodology - The data are processed by a modified 
Recursive Instrumental Variables algorithm, to provide 
input-output relationships of the plant dynamics. 

        

        Results and Analysis - The hydraulic servo-drive considered 
as a testing bench has strongly nonlinear dynamics. 
It has been shown that the quadratic modelling (observer 
canonical form) of this system is satisfactory. 
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        Comment - the choices of parameters give big effect to the 
modelling. 

          

73 Leakage Fault 
Identification in a 
Hydraulic Positioning 

L. An  and N. Sepehri Proceeding of the 2004 
American Control Conference 
Boston, Massachusetts June 

Purpose of Study- the application of extended Kalman 
filter (EKF) towards leakage fault identification 
 in a servo-hydraulic actuation system. 

  System Using Extended 
Kalman Filter 
(hydraulic 51) 

   30 - July 2, 2004, 3088 - 3093 Methodology-the EKF-based method has the potential to 
identify fault types 

        Results and Analysis- EKF estimator promptly and reliably 
responds to faults caused by different actuator leakages. 
With the mapping of residual error changes, the EKF 
successfully identifies cross-port (internal) leakage, as well 
as cylinder chamber (external) leakage at either side of the 
actuator.  
 

        Others -The basic concept of the EKF scheme is to linearize 
the estimation of the actual system around the current 
estimate, using partial derivatives of the process and 
measurements to compute posteriori estimates. 
 
 

        Comment - EKF usually used at the control of automatic 
drive plane. 
 

74 Parallel Control of 
Velocity Control and 
Energy-Saving Control for 
a Hydraulic  Valve-
Controlled 

Mao-Hsiung and Yu-Wei 
Chien 

JSME International 
Journal,Series C, Vol 46, No. 
1,2003, 224-231 

Purpose of Study- to implement parallel control of energy-
saving control in an electro-hydraulic load sensing system 
and velocity control accuracy and low input power. 
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   Cylinder System Using 
Self-Organizing Fuzzy 

    Methodology - Self-Oraganizing Fuzzy Sliding Mode 
Control 

  Sliding Mode Control 
(hydraulic 60) 

    Results and Analysis- the paralle control of the velocity 
and energy-saving control by the SOFSMC 

       is implemented and verified. 

        Comment - the SOFSMC is new and need to be inderstand. 

          

75 Hydraulic and Pneumatic 
Actuators and their 
Application 

Elena Ponomareva Course 5: Mechatronics - 
Foundations and Applications, 
Jan-24 

Purpose of Study - pneumatic and hydraulic actuators, 
about their advantages and disadvantages, about their 
types and variants of design. 

  Areas  
(hydraulic 96) 

    

       Comment -  give some input about the Hydraulic actuator. 

          

76 A Six Degree-of-Freedom, 
Hydraulic, One 

S. E. Salcudean, P. A. 
Drexel, D. Ben-Dovt, A. J. 
Taylor and P. D. Lawrence 

IEEE 1994,2437-2443 Purpose of Study - to design of a one-person hydraulic 
motion simulator with six degrees of freedom. 

  Motion Simulator 
(hydraulic 62) 

   Methodology - Newton’s method in solving the direct 
kinematics, and describes a tested  

      hydraulic system design. 

        Results and Analysis - The design of a six degrees-of-
freedom hydraulic motion simulator was presented. 
Newton’s method produces a solution to the direct 
kinematics problem within two or three iterations. 
 

        Comment - the study is about simulator not actuator. 
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77 Design and Analysis of 
Series Elasticity in 
Closed-loop Actuator 

David William Robinson Thesis, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology 
2000,1-123 

Purpose of Study - to design and analysis of series 
elasticity in closed-loop actuator force control. 

  Force Control      

  (hydraulic 63)     Comment - give input about hydraulic actuator. 

          

78 Nonlinear Model Based 
Coordinated Adaptive 

Fanping Bu and Bin Yao Proceedings of the 2001 IEEE 
International Conference on  

Purpose of Study - to study the coordinated motion 
control of robotic manipulators. 

   Robust Control of 
Electro-hydraulic Robotic 
Arms 

  Robotics & Automation Seoul, 
Korea. May 21-26, 2001,  
3459-3464 

 

   via Overparametrizing 
Method 

      

  (hydraulic 78)    Methodology - a physical model based adaptive robust 
control (ARC) strategy to explicitly take into account the 
strong coupling among various hydraulic cylinders (or 
joints). 
 

          

        Results and Analysis - physical model based adaptive 
robust controller (ARC) is constructed for the coordinated 
motion control of a n degree-of-freedom(D0F) hydraulic 
arm driven by single-rod hydraulic actuators. 
 

        Others- single-rod hydraulic actuators. 
 

        Comment - method helped in tracking the system. 
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79 Desired Compensation 
Adaptive Robust Control 
of Single-rod Electro- 
hydraulic Actuator 
(hydraulic 79) 

Fanping Bu and Bin Yao Proceedings of the American 
Control Conference Arlington, 
VA June 25-27, 2001, 
3926-3931 

Purpose of Study - to achieve desired compensation 
adaptive robust control (DCARC) 
 

      Methodology - DCARC algorithm 

       Results and Analysis - The proposed controller achieves a 
guaranteed transient performance and a prescribed 
final tracking accuracy in the presence of both parametric 
uncertainties and uncertain nonlinearities while having 
asymptotic tracking in the presence of parametric 
uncertainties only. 
 

        Comment - single-rod electro-hydraulic actuator is used in 
the system. 

          

80 Sliding mode control with 
varying boundary 

Hong-Ming Chen,Jyh-
Chyang Renn  

Int J Adv Manuf Technol 
(2005) 26: 117–123 

Purpose of Study- to improve the tracking performance of 
a nonlinear electro-hydraulic position servo 

   layers for an electro-
hydraulic position 

and Juhng-Perng Su    system, which can be found in many manufacturing 
devices. 

   servo system 
 (hydraulic 9) 

    Methodology- a new sliding mode control with varying 
boundary layers is proposed.The use of varying  

       boundary layers instead of fixed boundary layers, which 
are usually employed in conventional sliding mode control. 
 

        Results and Analysis- the experimental results 
strongly suggest that the proposed control scheme is 
capable of improving the tracking precision without 
causing any chattering. 

        Comment - this study did not actuator related.  
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81 Dynamics and Control of 
An Electro- Hydraulic 
Fully Flexible Valve 
Actuation System 
(hydraulic 7) 

Zongxuan Sun and David 
Cleary 

Proceedings of the American 
Control Conference Denver, 
Colorado June 4-6, 2003, 
3119-3124 

Purpose of Study - focuses on exploring the 
dynamics and control of an electro-hydraulic fully flexible 
valve actuation system. 

       Methodology - A robust repetitive controller is then 
designed and implemented using a dSpace system. 

        Results and Analysis - Applications to the engine 
combustion research with different valve-timing 

       strategies demonstrate the flexibility and robustness of the 
system. 

        Comment - in order to make sure the system is robust, the 
repetitive controller must be in the best performance.  

          

82 Inner loop design and 
analysis for hydraulic 
actuators,with 
application to impedance 
control  
  (selected topics) 

J. Heintze and A.J.J. van 
der Weiden 

Selected Topics in 
Identification, Modelling and 
Control Vol. 7, December 
1994,83-92 

Purpose of Study - to study The behaviour of manipulators 
equipped with hydraulic actuators 

      Methodology - Constructing the inner loop by using the 
inverse of the actuator dynamics, or by placing the poles 
 of the actuator system 

       Results and Analysis - A theoret ica l ana lysis towards the 
robustness properties of the proposed cont rollers,  

       with respect to model parameter un certainties, is 
performed. 

        Comment - the behaviour of the system depends on the 
methodology.  
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83 Modeling and Controller 
Design of an  Electro-
Hydraulic Actuator 
System  
(hydraulic) 

M.F. Rahmat, S. Md 
Rozali, N. Abdul Wahab, 
Zulfatman and 
Kamaruzaman Jusoff 

American Journal of Applied 
Sciences 7 (8): 1100-1108, 
2010 

Purpose of Study - to obtain mathematical model of 
an electro-hydraulic system using system identification 
technique by estimating model using System 
Identification Toolbox in MATLAB. 

      Methodology - Experimental works were done to collect 
input and output data for model estimation and ARX model 
was chosen as model structure of the  system. The best 
model was accepted based on the best fit criterion and 
residuals analysis of autocorrelation and cross correlation 
of the system input and output. PID controller was 
designed for the model through simulation in SIMULINK. 
The controller is tuning by Ziegler-Nichols method. The  
simulation work was verified by applying the controller to 
the real system to achieve the best performance of the 
system.   

        Results and Analysis - The result showed that the output 
of the system with controller in simulation mode and 
experimental works were improved and almost similar. 

        Comment- a single-rod hydraulic cylinder 

          

84 On Modeling, 
Identification, and 
Control of a Heavy-Duty 
Electrohydraulic 
Harvester Manipulator 
(hydraulic 76) 

Evangelos 
Papadopoulos,Bin Mu, 
and Réal Frenette 

IEEE/ASME TRANSACTIONS ON 
MECHATRONICS, VOL. 8, NO. 
2, JUNE 2003,178-187 

Purpose of Study- modeling, parameter estimation,and 
control for a heavy-duty electro hydraulic manipulator of a 
harvester machine 

       Methodology- The linear-graph method is implemented in 
deriving mathematical models  for the swing, boom and 
stick subsystems. 
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        Results and Analysis- the obtained response is 
very good for the purposes of this harvester machine, 
resulting in very small relative tracking errors. 
 

        Comment - hydraulic system usually used to light motion 
and load. 

          

85 Force Tracking Neural 
Block Control for an 
Electro-hydraulic 
actuator via second- 

Alexander G. 
Loukianov,Edgar Sanchez 
and Carlos Lizalde 

International Journal of Robust 
and Nonlinear Control, 
2008,18: 319-332 

Purpose of Study-a novel scheme for identification and 
control of an electro-hydraulic system using recurrent 
neural networks 
 

  order sliding mode 
(hydraulic 77) 

    
 
 

       Methodology- A sliding-mode control technique is applied 
then to design a discontinuous controller, which is able to 
track a force reference trajectory 

         

        Results and Analysis- enables to achieve chattering-free 
and robustness properties of the closed-loop system. The 
simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed 
control scheme. 
 

        Comment - the combination of neural and sliding mode 
improved tracking of the system. 
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86 Drive by Wire Control of 
an Electro- Hydraulic 
Active Suspension a 
Backstepping Approach 
(hydraulic 74)    

Claude Kaddissi, Jean-
Pierre Kenné, and 
Maarouf Saad 

Proceedings of the 2005 IEEE 
Conference on Control 
Applications Toronto, Canada, 
August 28-31, 2005,1581-1587 

Purpose of Study - to control of an electro-hydraulic active 
suspension 

     Methodology - backstepping control strategy 
 

       Results and Analysis - the backstepping used with the 
model we established is an idealv drive by wire control 

       to compensate road fluctuations. 
 

        Comment - the system including the orifice. 
 

87 ANN-based PID 
Controller for an  Electro-
hydraulic Servo System 
(hydraulic 73) 

Jianjun Yao, Liquan Wang 
Caidong Wang, Zhonglin, 
Zhang and Peng Jia 

Proceedings of the IEEE 
International Conference on 
Automation and Logistics 
Qingdao, China 
September2008,18-22 

Purpose of Study- to study a control scheme of ANN-based 
PID controller is developed here to reach high precision 
tracking control for an electro-hydraulic servo system. 

      

     Methodology - The PID controller is used as a feedback 
controller to guarantee the system stability The cerebellar 
model articulation controller (CMAC) neural network is 
used as a feed-forward compensator to identify the inverse 
system dynamics model. 

        Results and Analysis - this proposed control scheme has an 
high precision trajectory 
tracking ability and rejection of disturbance. 
 

        Comment - Tracking was the issue in the hydraulic system. 
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88 Variable Structure 
Control for  

Mohamed A Ghazy IECON'01: The 27th annual 
Conference of the  

Purpose of Study-  to achieve accurate servo tracking in 
thepresence of load disturbance and plant  

  Electrohydraulic Position 
Servo System  
(hydraulic 36) 

  IEEE Industrial Electronics 
Society, 2194 - 2198 

parameter variation. 

       Methodology- variable structure control (VSC) with 
reaching law is presented for an electro hydraulic  

       position servo control system 

        Results and Analysis- both VSC techniques succeeded to 
track the desired angle in the presence of a shaft-angle 
dependent load disturbance. However, the proposed VSC 
has better transient  responses than those produced by 
traditional VSC. 

        Comment - Positioning in the electrohydraulic system  was 
a crucial issue that must be taken into consideration. 

          

89 Electric-Drive-Based 
Control and 

Tatiana Minav Thesis for the degree of Doctor 
of Science (Technology), 

Purpose of Study - to give input about hydraulic system. 

  Electric Energy 
Regenaration in a 

  2011,1-159 
 

  

  Hydraulic System       

  (hydraulic book2) 
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90 

Part I: Modeling of a 
One- Degree of Freedom 
Active Hydraulic Mount 
(hydraulic 107)                                      

P. M. FitzSitnons and J. J. 
Paiazzolo 

Journal of Dynamic Systems, 
Measurement, and Control 
SEPTEMBER 1996, Vol.  118, 
439-442 

Purpose of Study - to make a mass that is driven by an 
external force and a hydraulic actuator behave as if It were 
a prescribed mechanical impedance driven solely by the 
external force.   

       Methodology - the conic sector bound method 

        Results and Analysis - By using the conic sector bound 
method, a nominal plant description 

        for the one-degree-of-freedom hydraulic mount was 
developed. 

        Comment - the robustness of the system should be 
increased. 

          

91 An apparatus for 
quantitative fretting 

B.U.Wittkowsky,P.R. 
Birch, 

Blackwell Science Ltd. Fatigue 
Fract. Engng Mater Struct 22, 

Purpose of Study - to design and construct an apparatus 
for performing fretting fatigue experiments 

   fatigue testing J.Dominguez and S.Suresh 307-320 Methodology - varied contact pad geometries 

  (hydraulic 49)     Results and Analysis - the design,construction and use of 
an improved fixture for performing fretting tests 

        has been described. 

        Comment - fretting fatigue was used in order to balance 
the system. 

92 Considerations for the 
Development of Real-
Time Dynamic Testing 
Using Servo-Hydraulic 
Actuation 
 (hydraulic 37) 

 J. Zhao, C. French, C. 

Shield    and T. Posbergh                                                                                   
EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING 
AND STRUCTURAL DYNAMIC 
2006; 35:789–810 

Purpose of Study- a study of the use of servo-hydraulic 
systems in the implementation of real-time large- scale 
structural testing methods in force control. 
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       Methodology- effective force testing (EFT) and in 
displacement control such as real-time pseudodynamic   

       testing (RPsD). Mathematical models for both types of 
control systems are presented and used to investigate the 
influences of servo-systems on the overall system 
performance. 

        Results and Analysis- many of the in uences of the servo-
hydraulic system that signi cantly a ect the  

        real-time dynamic tests can be properly compensated 
through control schemes 

        Comment - tracking issue correlated with a this study as it 
is force control related. 

          

93 Linear dynamic modeling 
of a uni-axial servo-
hydraulic 

J. P. Conte and T. L. 
Trombetti 

EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING 
AND STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS 
Earthquake Engng Struct. Dyn.    

Purpose of Study- focuses on the development of a linear 
analytical model , especially for large amplitude 
simulations  

  shaking table system 
(hydraulic 39) 

  2000; 29: 1375 - 1404  

       Methodology- An in-depth sensitivity study 
is then performed to determine the e!ects of the table 
control parameters, payload characteristics, and 
servovalve time delay upon the total shaking table transfer 
function. 

        Results and Analysis- The sensitivity results reveal: (a) 
a potential strong dynamic interaction between the oil 
column in the actuator and the payload, and (b) the 
very important e!ect of the servovalve time delay upon the 
total shaking table transfer function. 

        Comment - the system dynamic is important to be studied 
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94 Robustness Analysis and 
Control System Design 
for a Hydraulic Servo 
System 
(hydraulic 53) 

Yi Cheng and Bart L. R. De 
Moor 

IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON 
CONTROL SYSTEMS 
TECHNOLOGY. VOL. 2, NO. 3, 
SEPTEMBER 1994,183-197 

Purpose of Study - to study the robustness analysis and 
control system design for the hydraulic servo system in a 
continuously variable transmission (CVT). 

       Methodology- Four control designs are proposed: classical 
PID control, H,(sub)optimal control, μ synthesis with D-K 
iteration,  synthesiswith PID parameter search. For each of 
them, the robustness of stability and performance is 
analyzed with singular value and μ tests. 

        Results and Analysis- The results confirm that the singular 
value test may be conservative compared to the μ test. 
When, for this specific control system, the μ analysis 
method is combined with a PID control structure, it can be 
guaranteed that the stability and performance robustness 
are satisfied and the control structure is as simple as a PID 
controller. 

        Comment - the robustness of the system was crucial. 

          

95 Position Control of 
Electro-hydraulic 
Actuator System using 

Daniel M.Wonohadidjojo, 
Ganesh Kothapalli and 
Mohammed Y.Hassan 

International Journal of 
Automation and 
Computing,10(3), 

Purpose of Study - to investigate the position control 
system of an electro-hydraulic actuator system (EHAS). 

  Fuzzy Logic Controller 
Optimized by Particle 
Swarm Optimization 

 June 2013,181-193  

      Methodology - control strategy by employing a fuzzy logic 
controller whose parameters are optimized using 

       particle swarm optimization (PSO). 

        Results and Analysis - fuzzy logic controller is able to track 
the trajectory reference accurately for a range 

        of values of orifice opening. 
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        Comment - the electro hydraulic actuator system modelled 
consists of two main parts : the valve and the  

        cylinder. The cylinder is modelled as a double acting single 
rod or single ended piston with a single load 

        attached at the end of the piston. 

      
 

    

96 Hydraulic Servo System 
Command  

S. Daley,J. Hätönen and 
D.H. Owens 

  Purpose of Study - to evaluate the performance of a 
command shaping approach 

  Shaping Using Iterative 
Learning Control 

    based on Iterative Learning Control  

  (hydraulic 46)     Methodology - adaptive gradient algorithm 

        Results and Analysis - developed algorithm for Iterative 
Learning Control has been shown to offer 
 great potential for solving such problems in a robust 
manner. 
 The performance of the algorithm has been demonstrated 
using a hydraulic test 
 facility that has a high degree of nonlinearity, 

        Others - The rig consists of two hydraulic cylinders: a main 
cylinder and a loading cylinder, which are coupled through 
a load-cell. 

        Comment - the Iterative Learning Control approach was 
new thing to learn.  

          

97 The adaptive Position 
Control of 

Ming-Chang Shih and  
Yih-Ran Sheu 

  Purpose of Study- Concern with the practical application of 
model reference adaptive control(MRAC) 

  an Electro Hydraulic 
Servo Cylinder 

    on the position control of a hydraulic cylinder. 

  (hydraulic 47)     Methodology- The modified hyperstable-MRAC method is 
employed to adapt the loading effect. 
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        Results and Analysis- the design based on the modified 
Popov-Landau method is potentially more  

        useful for the position control of the hydraulic cylinder. 

        Others - the hydraulic oil flow in the cylinder is controlled 
by a four-way electrohydraulic servovalve. 

        Comment - the choices of system parameters are 
important.  

          

98 Modal Testing of a 
Steel/Concrete 
Composite  

S. Pietrzko and R Cantieni   Purpose of Study -to analyse  modal tests performed on a 
new steel/concrete bridge. 

  Bridge with a Servo-
Hydraulic Shaker 
(hydraulic 48) 

    Methodology - The dynamic properties of the bridge were 
determined experimentally by 

       means of a servo-hydraulic shaker with a bandlimited burst 
random force signal (0.9-15.0 (Hz)). 

        Results and Analysis - the single input servo-hydraulic 
based burst random noise excitation technique 
 is an appropriate method to conduct modal tests on 
medium span steel/concrete bridges. 

        Others - A servo-hydraulic shaker was used to generate an 
input 
force to the bridge. The main component of the shaker is 
a 10 kN-cylinder “Schenck”-Type Pokk/N with a 100 
mm stroke and a 38 Vmin Moog two-stage servo-valve. 
 

        Comment - there is no usage of actuator in the system.  
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99 Fuzzy Control of a 
Hydraulic 

Tienan Zhao and Tapio 
Virvalo 

  Purpose of Study - to control hydraulic position servo with 
unknown load by fuzzy  

   Position Servo with 
Unknown Load 

    Methodology - fuzzy logic controller (FLC) to be robust 

  (hydraulic 59)     Results and Analysis - By combining fuzzy set and control 
theory, a new 
kind of fuzzy controller, which we call fuzzy state 
controller, has been developed 

    
 
 

    Comment - method is easy to implement. 

          

100 System Identification and 
Modelling of a 

Benoit Boulet,Laeeque   Purpose of Study - the experimental identification anad 
modelling of the nonlinear dynamic of a high 

   High Performance 
Hydraulic Actuator 

 Daneshmend, Vincent 
Hayward 

  performance hydraulic actuator. 

    and Chafye Nemri   Methodology - an analytical model of the system is 
formulated, and a software simulator implementing the  

        force-controlled actuator model including all the nonlinear 
elements.A "gray-box" moel approach was  

        adopted. 

        Results and Analysis - a complete nonlinear model of the 
high-performance ASI hydraulic servosystem 

        has been obtained,validated and simulated. The model's 
ability to reproduce experimental closed-loop 

        force response for different amplitudes indicates that it 
could be a valuable tool for the design of better digital 

        nonlinear force control laws. The model can easily be 
extended for simulation of position and impedance 

        control.  
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        Comment - linear piston type actuator driven by an 
integrated high-bandwidth jet pipe suspension valve, 

        and fitted with a force sensor. 

          

101 Modelling and LPV 
control of an electro-
hydraulic servo system 

Frans Wijnheijmer,Gerrit 
Naus,Wil Post,Maarten 
Steinbuch and Piet 
Teerhuis 

  Purpose of Study - to show the modelling and control of an 
hydraulic servo system, targetting at frequency domain 
based controller design and the implementation of a LPV 
controller. 

       

       Methodology - a nonlinear parametric model of the 
system, a number of fitted linear black box models as well 
as a LPV model combining these fits have been 
determined. 

         

        Results and Analysis- the parametric white box modelling 
provides good insight in the nonlinear characteriustics of 
the system. Based on measurements and using this insight, 
a set of linear black box models is derived giving an 
accurate description. The LPV model commbines the 
accuracy of the black box models and the nonlinear system 

        characteristics of the white box model.Due to the inherent 
robustness of the LPV synthesis for infinite fast changes 

        in the position of the piston rod,the resulting controller is 
too conservative. 

        Comment - the electro-hydraulic servo valve used is a 
common four way critical center type of valve but should 
be connected in a three-way valve configuration. 

 

 


